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This document describes subroutines which have been
written to facilitate use of the IBM 1627 plotter associated
with an IBM 1800 computer. These subroutines have been
implemented under the Multiprogramming Executive Operating
System (MPX) and all information pertains to the MPX versions.
The programs in the first section are designed to permit
graphic presentation of data with a minimum of programming
effort. Most standard types of plots can be produced by
calling one of the programs in this section. Options are
included for linear or logarithmic tickmarks or grids, multi-
color plotting, the tracing of several curves or sets of
data points on the same base, and histogram plotting.
The subroutines of the second section provide the basic
tools for those who wish to design their own special purpose
plots. Included are routines for controlling pen movement
in terms of inches or user defined units, writing alphabetic
or numeric text, plotting special symbols, changing the scale
of plots, and isometric presentation of three dimensional data
The third section describes special subroutines used by
the programs of the first two sections. These are included
primarily for informational purposes since they will be of
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The fourth section discusses certain other available
plotting routines.
Three appendices contain tables giving the core storage
requirements of each routin g , a list of the subroutines
required by each, and listings of the routines themselves.
The table of contents has been designed to give the user
a quick overviev. of what is available by including a brief
description of the purpose of each routine.
Notation
The standard FORTRAN conventions for variable names are
used throughout this document. Variables whose names begin
with the letters I through N are one-word integers, and those
names begin with the letters A through H or O through 7 are
single precision (two-word) floating point numbers.
In the FORTRAN calling statements for the various sub-
routines, the parameter lists may contain either variable
names or appropriate numerical values. The following two








6I. One-call plot routines
The routines of this section have been designed to con-
struct the most commonly used types of plots with a minimum
o programming effort.
HISTO	 CALL HISTO(Y,N,XSIZ,YSIZ,YL,YU,IBAR)
Subroutine HISTO plots N values of floating point array
Y in the form of a histogram inside a rectangular frame of
XSIZ by YS1Z inches. The N bars are of equal width. YL
and YU are respectively the user assigned lower and upper
bounds of the data. Bars for values which exceed these limits
will only be plotted to th,^ appropriate boundary, and a
message noting the error will be printed on the tyrewriter
(cf. PLERR.)
If YL<4<YU, a horizontal line at Y = 0 will be drawn across
the plotting area. The bars of the histogram will be drawn as
if extending between Y = O and Y = Y i , whether Y = O lies
within the plotting area or not. (see figure 1 (a).) If
IBAR = 1 the individual bars will be separated by lines ex-
tending towards Y = 0 (figure 1 (b)), if IBAR = 0 these lines
will be omitted (figure 1(c).)
At the end of plotting the origin is reset at a point even
with the bottom boundary of the last plot and two inches to
the right of its right edge. This permits successive calls
to HISTO to be plotted on separate areas.
6lb
QUICK CALL Q(JICK(X,Y, N, XS,YS)XL,XU,YL,YU,ISYM,SS,LINE,IR,IP)
Subroutine QUICK plots N points whose coordinates, in
user's units, are stored in floating point arrays X and Y.
The plot is contained in a rectangular area of XS by YS
inches. XL and Xi; are respectively the user-assigned lower
and upper boundaries of the X data, and YL and YU those
of the Y data. X or Y values which exceed the assigned
limits will be plotted on the appropriate boundary, and an
error message will be printed on the typewriter (see PLERR.)
If ISYM is a number between one and eight the corresponding
symbol (see subroutine SYMBL) will be plotted at each point.
If ISYM is zero no symbol will be draw:.. SS is the size of
the symbol, if any, in inches and must be an integral multiple
of 0.04" and must not be less than 0.04". If LINE equals
zern a line will be traced between consecutive points, if
equal to o ue no line will be drawn.
If IR equals zero, indicating an initial plot, a rectangular
frame of XS by YS inches will be drawn before plotting the
data, while a value of one will cause the data alone to be
plotted over the area. If either the X or Y axes fall within
the plotting area (i.e., if XL <- 0 < XU or YL < 0 < XU,) they
will be drawn. For example the X axis (Y = 0) has been
















Figure 2. QUICK plot.
5
•are desired subroutine GRID may be used, followed by one
or more calls to QUICK with IR = 0.
A value of one for IP will cause a pause before plotting
for paper adjustment or pen change. Console START must be
pressed to continue execution. If IP is zero no pause will
be made.
f.
If two or more separate plots are desired subroutine MOVE
may be used to reposition the pen. The next call to QUICK
will then reestablish the origin at the new pen location.
The plot shown in figure 2 was produced by the following
two calls to QUICK, where S1 and Y1 contain the coordinates
of the 100 points determir,ir_g the solid line, X2 and Y2 the
15 points marked with a triangular symbol, and M. 1, X•J1, etc.
define the ranges of the corresponding data.
CALL QUICK (Xl,Y1, 100,5.0, 3.0,XLI,XUI,YLI,YU1,0,0.0,0,0,0)
CALL QUICK (X2,Y2,15,5.0, 3. 0,XL2,XU2,YL2,YU2,5,0.08,1,1,0)
GRID	 CALL GRID (XSIZE,YSIZE,IXTYP,IYTYP,XINC,YINC)
GRID draws a rectangle of XSIZE by YSIZE inches, sub-
divided by tickmarks or full-line divisions as explained in
Table 1. IXTYP and XINC specify the type and interval of
division along the X axis, while IYTYP and YINC specify type
and interval on the Y axis.
^i^^ F^^ _^=?i x.41-+±^i^^3•sl^..
IXTYP (IYTYP)	 XINC (YINC)
1 Tickmarks inside rectangle
Interval in inches between
2	 Tickmarks outside rectangle
equally spaced tickmarks
3 Full lines across rectangle
or lines,
14 Tickmarks inside rectangle
Length in inches of one com-5	 Tickmarks outside rectangle
plete logarithmic cycle (16	 Full lines across rectangle
f
to 10) of tickmarks or lines,
Table I.
All types of divisions can be used on either axis, and the
two axes are independent. The program listed below produced
figure 3, (a) to (f) in succession. These are only six of
many possible combinations,
ire	 27 JUL 71 ?3.50 6 HPS
FOR TFST	 27 JUL 71 23.50 6 "PS
*ONF WORD INTFGFRS
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6II.	 General Purpose subroutines
The subroutines described in this section are designed
i5
to facilitate the creation of special purpose plots. 	 It
should be noted that the routines SCAL and FACTR affect the
operation of the other subroutines of this section.
SCAL	 CALL SCAL	 (XL,XU,XSIZE,YL,YU,YSIZE)
Subroutine SCAL must be called before the routines PLOT
or PLOTA are used.	 This subroutine sets the origin at the
current pen location and defines a plotting area in terms
of user units.	 The location of the origin may later be
changed if desired by use of the subroutine MOVE. 	 Such a
change will not affect the relation of user units to inches.
XL - Value of X at origin in user units.
XU - Values of X at XSIZE inches from the origin in user's
units.
XSI7E - Extent of the basic plotting area along the X
axis in inches.	 (Note:	 This definition and
that of YSIZE do not prevent plotting outside
^. of the basic area defined;	 i.e.,	 no comparison
of the data with limits is made in the routines
of this section.)
XL - Value of Y at ori g in in user's units.
YU - Value of Y at YSI7-E inches from the origin in user's
units.
6YSIZE - Extent of the basic plotting ai ,ea along
the Y axis in inches.
Example Given a set of X data with values ranging
between 200 and 400, and a corresponding
set of Y values ranging between -0.5 and 0.5
to be plotted in an 8" x 10" area, the initia-
lizing call would be:
CALL SCALE (200.0,400.0,8.0,-0.5,0.5,10.0)
FACTR
	 CALL FACTR (XFAC, r ii. )
After a call to FACTR all pen movements in the X direction
will be multiplied by the scaling factor XFAC, and all Y
movements by YFAC. A call to FACTR affects all subroutines
nt this nnel (_^— r^^i'i+r • Pfi u^^' .r.P f'tl(1 Tt^ {. n.	 74TSTO, qjI I . K- ♦ iRTD.
PLOT, PLOTA, MOVE, GRID, SYMBL, ALPHA, DECD, TRAN, CIRCL,
and PLOT3. Where successive calls are used, XFAC and YFAC
,.	 are always relative to the original, or true, scale, rather
than being cumulative. A call of CALL FACTR(1.0,1.0) will
al,^,ays reestablish the original scale.
PLOT	 CALL PLOT(X,Y,I)
Subroutine PLOT moves the pen along a straight line to
the point whose coordinates are X and Y in user's units. The
pen will be down (i.e., a line will ue drawn) if I = 0 and will
be raiscu i f 1 _- 1 .
10
6PLOTA	 CALL PLOTA (X, Y, N)
X and Y are Fortran arrays of coordinates expressed in
user's units. Subroutine PLOTA traces a segmented line,
starting at the current pen location ana moving to each
of the N points (X(I),Y(I),I=1,N) in succession.
MOVE	 CALL MO`IE (X, Y, I)
ti
Subroutine MOVE mr es the pen to a point (X,Y) inches
from the origin. If I = 0 the pen will be lowered (i.e., a
line drawn), if I = 1 the pen will be raised, and if I = -1
the pen will be raised and the origin reestablished at
the new pen location.
TGRID	 CALL TGRID (XSIZ.E, YSIZE, XINC, YIN^)
TGRID draws a rectangle of XSIZE by YSIZE inches, with
tickmarks at successive intervals of XINC inches from the
origin along the boundaries parallel to the X axis, and at
intervals of YINC inches along those parallel to the Y axis.
A rectangle or frame without tickmarks may be drawn if desired
by setting XINC equal to XSIZE, and YINC to YSIZE.
SYMBL	 CALL SYMBL(I,S)
Subroutine SYMBL causes a symbol selected by the value
of I to be plotted, centered at the current per. location.
S is the diameter of the symbol in inches. S must be an
integral multiple of 0.04", otherwise loss of origin may
11
ioccur. The symbols corresponding to various values of I
are shown in figure 4. If I is less than 1 or greater
than 8 a return will be made to the calling routine without
a symbol being plotted, and an error message will be
printed on the typewriter (see PLERR).
I 1	 2 3	 4 5	 6	 7	 8
symbol X	 + O V	 4
Figure 4.	 SYMBL output.
ALPHA	 CALL ALPHA(N,IA,HGHT,ANGLE)
Subroutine ALPHA plots a string of alphanumeric or
special characters with user specified size and angle to
+l-	 h r	 H r } rC t	 1 ctt
. lav as al ali.^- -	 i iv VLL {,.. LLiLfu li C:i ^'	 LLa .^,. wL a.vt ^+ 1.1.3	 3.. plv tc d .
IA is the name of a FORTRAN integer array containing the
code numbers corresponding to these characters (see table
II.) HGHT is the character height in inches. The minimum
value of I€`I€T is 0.07" and best results are obtained if
HGHT is an integral multiple of this figure. ANGLE is
the clockwise angle between the line of characters and
the plotter X axis expressed in radians.
Character plotting commences at the current pen position
when the call to ALPHA is made, and the pen is returned to
this position at the end of plotting. As an example, the
coding shown in figure 5 would cause the message "TIME 1"
00 .-wh..t^	 ^ ^ s irk Yaf,^^.s*ryl^E .	 . _v,.	 _ -
to be plotted in 0.21" letters at an angle of 45 deg.
to the X axis.
character code character code character code
A 1 Q 17 5 32
B 2 R 18 6 33
C 3 S 19 7 34
D 4 T 20 8 35
E 5 U 21 9 36
F 6 V 22 blank 37
G 7 W 23 48,
H 8 X 24 40
I 9 Y 25 + 39
J 10 Z 26 - 45
K 11 0 27 * 41
L 12 1 G8 / 46
M 13 2 29 = 51
N 14 3 30 ( 38
0 15 4 31 ) 42
P 16
Table II. ALPHA arguments
If an illegal character code (i.e., less than zero or
greater than 51,) is found in the array, an error message




Figure 5. Call to ALPHA
DECD	 CALL DECD(F,HGHT,ANGLE)
Subroutine DECD causes the integral portion of the
floating point number F to be plotted. This integral portion
may be no larger than 6 digits. If it contains less than
six significant digits, leading zeroes will be added. HGHT
is the character height in inches and should be an integral
multiple of 0.07". ANGLE is the clockwise aDale between
the number and the X axis, expressed in radians.
TRAN	 CALL TRAN(N,IA,HGHT,ANGLE)
Subroutine TRAN causes the EBCDIC contents (i.e., "A"
format) of the Fortran integer array IA to be plotted. This
subroutine makes it unnecessary for the programmer to code
his message numerically as described under subroutine ALPHA. 	 i
..
N is the number of characters, and must not exceed 64. HGHT
is the character height in inches and should be an integral
multiple of 0.07". ANGLE is the clockwise angle between the
message and the plotter X axis, expressed in radians.
CIRCL	 CALL CIRCL(X,Y,R)
CIRCL draws a circle whose radius in inches is R,
centered at the point whose coordinates in inches are X and Y.
14
•SCAL3	 CALL SCAL3 (XL, XU, XSIZ,YZ,YU,YSIZ,ZL,ZU,ZSIZ,RANG,ZANG)
Subroutine SCAL3 performs the same function for PLOTS
L	 which SCAL dries for PLOT, and must be called before PLOT3
is used. It establishes the origin at the current pen
=	 location, and defines scaling factors which permit the
isometric representation of a 3-dimensional point to be
located by giving its three coordinates in user units.
Figure 6 shows the relationship of the various parameters
`.	 to the coordinate system.
E
Y'	 XL,YL,ZL - Values of X,Y,Z at origin in user units.
XU,YU,ZU - Values of X,Y,Z at XSIZ,YSIZ,ZSIZ inches
from origin in user units.
XSIZ,YSIZ,ZSIZ - Extent of the basic plotting area along
the X,Y,Z axes in inches. (Note: These
y	 definitions do not prevent plotting out-
side of the basic area defined; i.e.,
no comparison of the data with any limits
is made in these routines.)
XANG, ZANG - Angles in degrees which the plotted represen-
tations of the X and Z axes make with the
plotter X axis (see figure 6.)
_	
The location of the origin may be changed by a new














(xL,YL,Z,L)	 X S I Z
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4
Figure 6. SCAL3 parameters
Note that this group of 3-dimensional plot routines
does not share the same origin or coordinate system as the




Subroutine PLOT3 moves the pen to the isometric represen-
tation of the 3-dimensional point (X,Y,Z) in the coordinate
M:
system initialized by SCAL3 (see figure 7.) If ? = 0 the pen
will be down (i.e., a line will be drawn) and if I = 1 the
a
4





Figure 7. Isometric representation of point (X,Y,Z)
III. System subroutines
The subroutines described in this section are used
by those of the previous sections in performing their func-
tions. They are included mainly for the sake of completeness
5
since the majority of programming problems can be solved
more simply and flexibly with the previously described
routines.
PLERR	 CALL PLERR(N)
Subroutine PLERR causes an error warning message to
be printed on the typewriter. The message format is shown
in figure 8. The integer N is printed in hexadecimal form
as the first of the group of six numbers (0063 or 99 10 in
figure 8) and indicates the source of the message. The
17
6following numbers indicate errors in certain routines;
1 - Illegal parameter in call to SYMBL. Call is
ignored.
2 - Data out of specified limits in HISTO. Data bar
will be plotted only to the boundary.
3 - Data out of specified limits in QUICK. Data point
will be plotted on boundary.
7 - Illegal character in call to ALPHA. The individual
character will be ignored.
j	 00.421
{	 PLOT ERROR NO. ****** 0063 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000
Figure 8. PLERR message
j	 PIKUP	 CALL PIKUP(XF,YF)
A call to PIKUP sets XF and YF equal respectively to
the current X and Y expansion factors (cf. FACTR.)
BRING/BITS	 CALL BRING	 CALL BITS
DC	 addr	 DC	 n
DC	 bit	 1 :S n	 16
The two e,:ry subroutine BRING/BITS allows the retrieval
of data " hick has been packed in contiguous groups of one
to sixteen bits. Calls may only be made from assembly
language routines.
The subroutine is initialized by a call to BRING, where
'addr' is the atsolute word address and 'bit' the bit number
•at which the data retrieval process is to begin. The first
call to BITS, followed by a positive data constant less than
or equal to s;xteen, will bring that number of bits into the
accumulator, starting at the specified address. Each
successive call fetches the next sequential group of bits,
whose count is determined by the calling parameter. Word
boundaries are ignored.
This routine is used by both ALPHA and SYMBL. In both
of these a pen command is stored as two four bit groups
which determine the direction and magnitude of the pen move-
ment, followed by a single bit indicating whether the pen
is to be up or down. These dine bit command groups are




LISST DC	 *-*	 completion code
DC	 /000n
PLOTX transmits a command determined by the value of n,
the fourth hexadecimal digit of the second control parameter.
This command may put the plotter on or off-line, raise or
lower the pen, or cause the pen to be moved one plotter
increment (0.01") along the X or Y axes or diagonally in a
combination X and Y movement. Table III lists the commands
correspiuding to each value. For further information on this














7 if I I -X
8 " IT +Y
9 Pen up
A Take plotter off line
B Put plotter on line
C-F Not used
Table III. PLOTX commands
LINE/SKIP	 CALL LINE(IX,IY)
CALL SKIP (IX, IY)
A call to subroutine LINE causes the plotter to draw
the closest approximation of a straight line From the current
pen location to a given point. IX and IY are the integer X
and Y coordinates of this point in hundredths of an inch,




SKIP causes the plotter to move to the specified point
with the pen raised. The straight line approximation
is determined by the following algorithm.
Straight line plotting algorithm.
The plotter moves vertically and horizontally in steps
of 0.01". There are eight possible plotter movements; vertical
up or down, horizontal right or left, and the four diagonal
combinations of horizontal and vertical movement (see
figure 9.)
Figure 9. Plotter incremental movements.
It is assumed that the closest approximation to a
directed line segment can be formed using the two plotter
movements which define the octant in which the segment lies.
A line segment to be plotted will be defined as a vector
with two integer components; the number respectively of
horizontal and vertical 0.01" steps necessary to reach the
end point of the segment.
Suppose that P is a line segment with components m and
n, and that n	 m. 'When the closest approximation to P
21
Pis defined by a series of n points. The coordinates of




in the direction of the smaller, where the square brackets
represent integer truncation of the quotient. The second
coordinate is the value of the integer nearest to i times
the quotient m/n. Figure 10 shows the example P = (3,5).
i
X i = [2i(3) + 5][	 10 Y.	 = ii
1 [11/10] = 1 1
2 [17/10] = 1 2
3 [23/10] = 2 3
4 [29/10] = 2 4
5 [35/101 = 3 5
Figure 10. Approximation of the line P = (3,5)
Each of the i successive points has its coordinates computed
in this manner. The pen movement for the ith step is then
the difference between the coordinates of that point and
22
I
those of the previous point:
(Xi	 Xi-1' Yi - Yi-1) .




(1,1) (011) ( 1 1 1 ) (0,1) (1, 1)•
IV. Other Plotting routines
CCOMP
The program CCOMP produces a IBM 1637 plot from a
Cal Comp 77C plotter tape written on the IBM 360/75 J com-
puter. The plot is the nearest approximation to that which
would be drawn on the 770 consistent with the difference
in resolution of the two plotters. Ordinarily very little
perceptible distortion occurs.
The calling sequences for this program is given below.
The fourth card conta;ns the numbers of the first and last
CalComp files to be plotted, in 2I6 format. The CalComp
file numbers are three digits integers, and 999 is generally
used to end the tape. A detailed description of this program
will be given in a document now in preparation.
JOB
XEQ CCOMP





TGRAF and PGRAF produce X-Y plots on the 1053 type-
writer and 1443 printer respectively. Their operation is
described in detail in reference 2.
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APPENDIX B. REQUIRED SUBROU."INES
Subioutines used





























































41  T= 5. 0_
:n CALL MOVE(TT,0.0,0)
CALL 	 MnVF(n.O, q .O,I )
CALL	 MOVE(XSTZ,
	 0.0.0)
CALL	 ti]OVF ( XSI7.'.'ST7 90 1
CALL.MOVF(	 (1.0,YSIZ90)










DO	 13	 I=1,N -
L -L T itiF








































PRnGRAMMFR - T• CARLFTON
THIS SUBROUTINE WILL DRAW A RECTANGLE nF SIZF XLIM (IN.) RY YLIM (IN.).
THIS WILL PF DIVI r^, r_D IN THE X AND Y nIRFCTTONS AS SPFCIFIFD BY THE INTF-
GFR PARAMFTFRS IXTYP AND IYTYP RESPEC_TIVFLY ACCORDING TO THE FOLLOWING
TARLF.
I - TICKMAPKS INSIDE RECTANGLE DRAWN AT TNT-RVALS !lF XINC(YINC)
INCHES STARTING AT nRIGIN,
2 - TICKMAPKS OUTSIDE RECTANGLF AT SAMF INTERVAL AS ABOVE.
3 - FULL LINES DRAWN ACROSS RECTANGLF AT SAME INTERVAL AS ABOVE.
4 - TTCKMARKS INSInF RFCTANGLE WITH LOGARITHMIC CYCLF OF XINC(YINC)
INCHES STARTING AT ORIGIN.
5 - OUTSTDF TICKMAPKS WITH LOGARITHMIC DIVISION AS ABOVE.














































































































	 0.09YSIZ 90 )












































LOX 1 -8 LOOP CONTROL.




STO A02 STORE ADDRESS
STO AD4 STORE ADDRESS
RSI LOAD GET XU	 (OR YU)
LIEF FSUR




DC TEMP STORE DIFFERENCE.
BSI LOAD GET	 X	 (OR Y) DIMENSION
LIRE FMPY
DC F100 MULTIPLY BY 100
LIRF FDIV
OC TEMP DIVIDE BY DIFFERENCE
LIRF FSTOX
DC J STORE INCHES/UNIT	 (X OR Y)
LIRF FMPY
A04 DC 0 MULTIPLY BY XL
	 (OR YL)
LIRF SNP CHANGE SIGN
LIRF FSTOX
DC J+2 STORE ORIGIN CORRECTION
MDX 1 +4 INCREMENT & LOOP.
MDX LOOP1
SLA 16 RESET ORIGIN BY ZEROING X





BST LOAD GET X COORDINATE
LIEF FMPY
DC C MULTIPLY RY INCHES/UNIT
LIRF FADD
DC C+2 ADJUST FOR ORIGIN VALUE
LIRF FMPY
DC FACTX MULT. BY X EXPANSION FACTOR
LOX L1 J
RSI PROC1
BSI LOAD GF_T Y COORDINATE
LIRF FMPY
DC C+4 MULTIPLY BY INCHES/UNIT	 (Y)
LIEF FADD
DC C+6 ADJUST FOR ORIGIN
LIRF FMPY




LD I2 -1 GET PEN UP OR DOWN COMMD.
BSC L PR OC29Z BRANCH IF NONZERO
CALL LINE




DC JX MOVE TO PT. WITH PEN UP
DC JY
MDX EXIT
PROCi DC 0 U ---------------------------
LTRF FA O r) 1
DC FHALF 1	 THIS SECTION ROUNDS OFF
LIRF IFIX I
S 1 0 1	 THE FLOAT. PT .	 INCREMENT
STO 1 +2 1
A 1 0 1	 COUNT & STORES AS PEN COM.
STO 1 0 1














SAVE DC 0 S---------------------------
STX 1 XR1+1 S
STX 2 XR1+3 S
STX 3 XR1+5 S	 THIS SECTION SAVES STATUS
STD SA VAO S
STS STAT S	 AND LOADS THE ADDRESS OF
LOX 12 SAVE S
- MDX 2 -2 S	 THE FIRST CALLING PARAMETER
STX 2 AD96+1 S
AD98 LDX I2 0 S	 INTO	 INDEX REG.	 2
LOX I3 103 S
BSC I SAVE S-----------------•---------
EXIT STX 2 AD99+1 E ----------------------------
XR1 LOX L1 0 E
LOX L2 0 E THIS SECTION RESTORES STA-
LOX L3 0 F	 TUS & RETURNS TO CALLING
LDD SAVAQ E	 PROGRAM.
STAT LDS O F
r
AD99 BSC L 0 E---------------------------
LOAD DC 0 L ---------------------------
Ln 2 0 L
STO AD1 L	 FLOAT. PT . NO. IS LOADED
LIBF FLD L	 &	 INDEX REG. 2 INCREMENTED
AD1 DC 0 L
MDX 2 +1 L
BSC I LOAD L ---------------------------
PIKUP DC 0 P---------------------------
BSI SAVE P
LDD FACTX P	 THIS SECTION RETURNS THE
STD I2 0 P	 X AND Y EXPANSION FACTORS
LDD FACTY P	 TO THE CALLING PROGRAM.
STD I2 1 P




LOX 1 -2 LOOP CONTROL
LOOP2 BSI LOAD GET COORDINATE
LD L1 AD80+2 X--------------------------
STO AD81 X	 MULTIPLY BY X OR Y
.. LIBF FMPY X	 EXPANSION FACTOR
AD81 DC 0 X---------------------------
LIBF FMPY
DC F100 MULTIPLY BY	 100
LIBF FADD
DC FHALF POUND OFF
LIBF IFIX
S L1 J+2 SUBTRACT CURRENT PEN LOC.
STO LI JX+2 STORE RIFF. AS PEN COMMAND
MDX 1 +1
MDX LOOP2 LOOP BACK
LD I2 0 GET PEN UP OR DOWN COMMD
MDX 2 +1
BSC L PROC39Z BRANCH	 IF tJONZE'2O
CALL LINE
DC JX DRAW LINE TO PT.
DC JY
- MDX PROC4
• PROC3 CALL SKIP
DC JX MOVE TO PT, WITH PEN UP
DC JY
BSC L PROC4•-
SLA 16 RESET ORIGIN BY ZEROING
STO J X AND Y PEN POSITION
STn J+1 ACCUMtJLATORf,.
MDX EXIT
PROC4 LD J U---------------------------
A JX UU
STO J if	 THIS SECTION UPDATES THE




















F	 THIS SECTION RESETS THE
F



































IF (NY )R.N, 14
14 Dn 4 I=1.NY
Y= (N v +l-T )*YlniC
CALL MOVE (O.O.Y.O )
CALL MOVF(O.1,Y.0)

























































































6LS LIPF I F I X
STn L1 Y+4
h1DX 1 +2














XR1 LDX L1 0









YF DFC 0 CARD	 1
XF DEC 0 CARD2
F1 DEC 0 CARD3
F04 DFC .0395
FHALF DEC 0.5 CARD H
Y DC 0 CARD9
T1 DC 0































DC /•:;0 1 A T21
DC /T958 T22
DC /4AS6 T23












' C46 DC 51 TOTAL Nn. OF CHARACTERS
FXIT LOD AO
RFSTO LDS 0
XR1 LOX L1 0
XR2 LDX L? 0




?- STX I XR1+1
STX 2 XR2+1
+k' STX 3 XR3+1 3








STF) L F3 LETTER SIZE
LDn Il +3




















































































































































FHALF DEC. 0.5 CARD 8
Y DC 0 CARD9
LC DC 0 CARD
	
10


















































































































































































DC /C187 9124 -
FJC /tA91 H125
DC /9624 Ft126






;;c /A66D Ri 33
DC /OA84 8134





DC /45?9 P.1 4n
Dc /91A3 R141




















TRAN DC 0 00020
STD L TEMP SAVE STATUS 00030
STS SAVF 00040
STX 1 SVXR1+1 00050
STX 2 SVXP1+3 00060
STX 3 SVXR1+5 00070
SLT 32 000so
LOX 1I TRAN PICK UP ADn(ADD)	 OF N 00090





HSC L ABORT•+ 00150
STO L WDCNT STORE N IN WDCNT 00160
MDX L WDCNT9-1 00170
LDX 19 WDCNT STORE N IN XR2 061++0
MOX L TRAN9+l 001-0
NOP 00200
LD I TRAN uuYIO
STO ADDZ_+1 nn?2n
ADDZ LOX L1 0 00230
ADD LD 1 0 LOAD FIRST EBCDIC CHARA nn24r
LOX 3 +2 00250
RTF 8 00260
STO ERCD 00?70
RFPT LD FFiCO 002RO
S D240 UULNU
RSC L NEX1.- 00300
LD ERCD 00310
S D225 00320
P,SC L -EX^ •-Z 00330
LD ERCD 00340
S D208 00350
BSC L NEX3•-Z 00360
LO ERCD 0037n
5 01^2 00380
RSC L NEXT.-Z 00390
LO ERCD nA3-1
SLA 10 0039?SRA 10 00393
RTE 2 003'4




NEX) A D9 004CO
NEX2 A D9 00410
NEX3 A D9 00420
NEXT NOP 00430
ADD2 STD L2 IA 00440
MDX PTPN 00450
NOP 00460
RTRN SLA 16 00470
SLT 8 00480
STn ERCD 00490
MDX L ADD2+19-1 CO500
MDX 3 -1 Ons10
MO)e REP• nnc2n
MDX L ADD2+19+2 00530
MDX 1 -1 00540
MOM ? -2 00550
MDX A D 0 60560
LOX 11 Tae. y 0GS70
MDY 1 +, OCSn^
NOS 00590
LD 1 O 66700
STr-, Hr HT 00610
MDX 1 +1 0062.0
NOP 00630





MDX L WDCNT9+1 00,590











ABORT MDX L TRAN9+3









































































1 CALL MC]VE(X+SS( I+1)-•`-R,Y+SS(	 J)"-R,0)
On 2 I=1, 1A
J=14-I
2 CALL rnVE(X+SS(	 J)rR,Y-SS( I+)):'=R,0)
DO 3 I=1, 1,9
J=19-I
3 CALL MOVE(X-SS( I+1)*R,Y-5S(	 J)*R,O)
Or : I=1, 18
J=19-I





















MSG1 DMFS 'RPLOT	 IF
























































































Y GREATER THAN X







SHIFT FnR COP.P,ECT VFPT/HOPIZ CONMANr)
SHIFT FnR CORRECT DIAGONAL COMMAND
T2=0

















XR1 LOX L1 0
XR2 LOX L2 0
LOD AQ
RESTO LDS 0



























































LDX I 1 BITS

















NEXT r.lDX L NUfYRR,-1
MDX LOOP
LD T1
XP..1 LOX L1 0












R I T SAVE
LDX 1 -12 LOOP CONTPOL.
LnOPI LD 2 0 CFTT	 AnOR.	 nF XL	 (YL.7L)
MDX 2 +1
CTn Ant STnPF ADDRESS
STn AO4 STORE AnDPFSS
PSI Lnao GET	 XU	 (OR YU97U)
LT R F FSIJR
Ant OC 0 SURTPACT	 XL	 (OR	 YL.71-)
LTRF FSTO
DC TEMP STnPF nIFFFRENCE.
RSI LOAD GET	 X	 (OR	 Y.Z)	 nTMENSiON
LI P F -MPY
DC :100 MULTIPLY RY	 100
LIRF F)TV
nC TFMP OIVTnF RY DIFFFPENCF
LI R F FSTnX
DC C+12 STORE	 INCHES/UNIT	 (X.Y.Z)
LI Q F FMPY
An4 nC 0 MULTIPLY RY	 XL	 (OR	 YL•7_L)
LIRF SNP CHANCE SIGN
LTRF FSTnX
DC C+14 STOPF ORIGIN CORRECTION
MDX T +4 INCPFMFNT f LOOP.
MDX LnnPl
PST P1
LI R F FSTO
DC TEMP
LTRF FMPY
OC C+2 MALT. RY X ORIGIN COPP.
LTRF FADOX
DC C ADD TO Y ORIGIN CORP.
LIRE FSTOX
DC C NEW Y ORIGIN CORRECTInN
LIRF FLD
OC TFMP
LI R F FMPY
nC C VOLT. RY X UNITS/TNCH
LIRF FSTn
DC C+14 Y AXIS CORP.	 FOP X DATA
CALL FCnq




DC C+2 VOLT.	 RY X	 ORTCTN COPP.
LTRF FSTO




DC C MOLT.	 RY X UNITS/TNCH
LIRF FST;I




nC C Y AXIS COPP. FOR Z DATA
CALL FCOS
DC ANGLE COSINE OF Z ANGLE
LOX 1 2
RSI P3
LI R F FSTO
DC C+R X AXIS COPP. FOR 7 DATA
SLA 1F RESET ORIGIN RY ZEROING X




RSI LOAD GFT ANGLE OF X	 (7)	 AXIS
LIRF FMPY
OC PAD CONVERT TO RADIANS
LTRF FSTO
DC ANGLE STORE ANGLE
CALL FSIN




















SAVF DC 0STX 1 XR1 +1







AD-R LnX I2 0
LDX I3 103
RSC I SAVE
FXTT STX 2 AD09+1





An9 0 BSC L 0
LOAD DC 0






SAVAO RSS 2C RSS 16
J RSS 2
































MULT. RY 7 ORIGIN CORP.
ADD TO X (Y) ORIGIN CORP.
NFW X (Y) ORIGIN CORRECTION
	 3
MULT. RY 7 UNITS/TNCH
5---------------------------SS
S THIS SECTION SAVES STATUSS
S AND LOADS THE ADDRESS OF
S
S THE FIRST CALLING PARAMETER
S




F.. THIS SFCTION RESTORES STA-






L FLOAT. PT . NO. IS LOADFD	 -























































ADJUST FOR nPTGTN VALUE
MOLT. RY X EXPANSION FACTnP
ADJUST FOP OPTGIN
MULT. RY Y FXP. FACTnP
GFT PEN UP OR DOWN COMMD,
RPANCH IF NnN7FPO
nPAW LINF TO PnINT
MnVF Tn PT. WITH PFN tlP
U----------------------------
1
1	 THIS SFCTInN PnUNDS OFF
1
1	 THE FLnAT. PT. INCREMENT
1
1	 COUNT F. STORES AS PEN COM.
I
I ---------------------------
CONVFPSInN FACTOR RADIANS
l
